In recent years, quantum mechanics has been actively used in areas outside of physics, such as psychology, sociology, theory of decision-making, game theory, and others. In particular, quantum mechanics is used to explain the paradoxes arising in cognitive psychology and decision making. Wang and Busemeyer invented a quantum model and approach as well as nonparametric equality (so-called QQ-equality), explaining the questions order effect. The primary objective of this note is to test the possibility to expand the Wang-Busemeyer model by considering questions which are mathematically represented by positive operator valued measures. We found that, for such observables, the QQ-equality can be violated. But, we also showed that, in principle, it is possible to reduce expanded model to the original Wang-Busemeyer model by expanding the context of the questions.
Introduction
Quantum mechanics was originally created to explain the paradoxes arising in classical physics. At the same time, a powerful mathematical apparatus of quantum probability theory was created, which was later effectively used to explain the paradoxes not only in physics, but also in other fields, such as cognitive psychology, decision making, and social sciences, see, for example, monographs [2] - [7] and a few recent representative papers [8] - [18] . In particular, Wang and Busemeyer [1] used the quantum formalism and methodology of experiment to explain order effects in question answering.
Wang and Busemeyer established a non-parametric inequality (known as QQ-inequality) to which the probabilities of an experiment must satisfy in order for a quantum model to exist for them, as follows:
where A and B correspond to questions with two possible outcomes "Yes" and "No". The joint probabilities are the probabilities of receiving given answers to questions A and B in the same order as they appear, e.g. P (AyBn) means the probability to obtain negative answer to the question B before obtaining affirmative answer to the question A. The quantumlike model assumes that questions are represented by Hermitian operators; therefore the answers Ay, An, By, Bn are represented by orthogonal projectors.
The following questions naturally arise:
1. Is it imperative to require these operators to be projectors?
2. Is it possible to expand the context of the questions in such a way that, although the original operators are not projectors, the extended questions would already correspond to the projectors?
The paper presents examples of measurement operators corresponding to POVM for which the QQ-inequality does not hold. The dependence of the left part of the QQ-inequality on the state is discussed. Further, using the Neumark theorem [19] , lifting of such operators are constructed for which this equality does hold.
The example of violation QQ-inequality
POVM stands for 'Positive operator-valued measure'. More precisely, it is the measurement operators {E a } which form a complete set of Hermitian non-negative operators. It means that it has the following properties:
POVM is the most general formulation of the measurement in physics. For atomic POVMs which can be represented as E a = M a M † a , the state after a measurement is given by the formula
The operators corresponding to two measurement procedures are
First:
Moreover, the second:
We need to calculate the following quantity:
where A represents the first measurement and B represents the second one. Which is, in our terms,
We calculate the products and obtain
which is equal to 2 27 √ 3 = 0 even in the case when the pure state φ is represented by the density matrix:
State dependence of QQ
We can check for which pure states the left-hand side of the QQ-equality is not equal to zero:
We can now find for which pure states the previous is equal to 0:
where x 2 is a real number. Examples of such pure states are the following:
The sum of these operators with coefficients 1 2 gives the example of mixed state of that kind:
Lifting
Neumark's theorem states that, for any given POVM the Hilbert space, can be extended to a larger space that POVM can be realized as performing orthogonal measurements in that larger Hilbert space. We denote this process of obtaining the mapping from POVM to orthogonal measurements as 'lifting'. We can now consider 3-dimensional space and new operators
The first:
The second:
Note that these operators are self-adjoint. Furthermore, they are projectors.
It is easy to check
Which means that QQ holds in this case. The reason is that a multiplication of matrix involves summation over three dimensions.
